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ll. IEXIE<ClUlf'llVJE §UMMAJRY 

The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership is predicated on achieving regional integration 
both between the EU and third Mediterranean Countries and between third 
Mediterranean Countries themselves. In order for the establishment of a free trade area 
to function the so-called South-South dimension of regional integration is crucial. One 
important measure to achieve this objective is the extension of diagonal cumulation of 
origin. The Commission is currently finalising a Communication on the technical steps 
that must be taken to grant diagonal cumulation of origin to the Mediterranean partners. 

Thus, cumulation of origin is a useful tool to uphold good trade relations and achieve 
North-South integration and a crucial step towards regional integration South-South. A 
necessary pre-condition, however, to make cumulation functional and operational is full 
compliance with entered agreements. 

After Oslo. the 1994 European Council in Essen emphasised the. privileged partnership 
v..'ith Israel. The EU is currently exploring possibilities to further deepen these relations. 
In order to do so it is important to ensure that present EU-Israel relations take place 
according to the framework of existing agreements and that the peace process is. not 
halted. In the course of 1997 the Commission outlined some problematic areas 
regarding the implementation of the EC-Israel Interim Agreement and in particular on 
rules of origin. 

With rel'crcnce to the so called orange juice case considerable progress has already hccn 
made regarding the implementation of customs co-operation procedures so as to be able 
to verify Community complaints regarding certificates of origin and the full compliance 
of exporting firms in this respect. 

However. two main outstanding obstacles remain in the way for correct implementation 
of the EC-Israel Interim Agreement. Both relate to exports to the European Community 
of products as if originating in Israel whilst effectively produced in: 

I)- Israeli settlements, East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights; and 

2)- the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 

lsradi restrictions on the Palestinian economy lead to violations by both Palestinian and 
Israeli economic operators of the Protocol on rules of origin annexed to the EC-Isracl 
Interim Agreement 
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H. BACKGROUND 

A)- Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 

The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership launched at the Barcelona Conference in 
November 1995 provided a clear geopolitical and economic scenario for a priority 
region in the European Union's foreign policy. The Partnership consists of a far
reaching double structure at both multilateral and bilateral level, with the declared long
term goal of the progressive establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean area of regional 
security, shared prosperity and mutual understanding. A major instrument or the 
economic chapter is the establishment or a free trade area to be achieved hy th~.: targd 
date or 10 I 0. 

At bilateral level the goal is to conclude a series of Association Agreements between the 
European Union and the Mediterranean partners. These agreements are meant to be the 
decisive factor in paving the way for economic transition and an influx of private 
investment that will be the real opportunity for growth. · 

At multilateral level, the Partnership has undertaken a series of activities in the political
security, economic-financial and social-cultural/human fields. As a result, considerable 
progress has been made in the development of the priorities set out in the Barcelona 
Declaration. 

Parallel action at both levels has already started to substantially Coster political, 
economic and social integration in the region, North-South as well South-South, that is, 
among the Mediterranean partners themselves. 

The B~m.:dona Declaration stated that in parallel to the agreements to, be eoncludcd 
hetween the Community and the Mediterranean partners, the !alter would eventually 
conclude bilateral free-trade agreements between themselves. 

In this respect, the progressive intrqduction by the European Community of diagonal 
cumL1lation of origin 1 is an essential tool to facilitate the gradual establishment of the 
Euro-Mediterranean free-trade zone through the development of South-South' 
commercial ties. A number-of preparatory steps are being taken at present and progress 
is being made regarding co-operation on the harmonisation of customs rules and 
procedures throughout the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

1 Incorporation of materials from one or more EU partners within a regional grouping into articles 
cxporll:d as originating products from solely one of the partners; as opposed to bilateral cumulation of 
origin: incorporation or materials from the EU into articles exported as products originating in one EU 
partner 
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Within this context - in parallel to this Communication - the Commission is currently 
introducing a Communication to the Council and the European Parliament on the 
technical steps that must be taken so that the European Community is in a position to 
grant diagonal cumulation of origin to the Mediterranean partners2

• 

Given the centrality ofthe principle ofthc rule of law for the European Community, it is 
dear that prior compliance by the Mediterranean partners with the commitments freely 
entered into under existing agreements with the European Community is necessary for 
the granting of diagonal cumulation of origin. 

B) - European Community bilateral relations with Israel 

Israel's privileged partnership with the EU was emphasized at the Essen European 
Council in 1994. Presently, economic and trade relations between the European 
Community and Israel are governed by the Interim Agreement on Trade and Trade
related Matters' pending ratification of the Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement 
that was concluded in 1995 with a view to replacing the 1975 EC-Israel Co-operation 
Agreement. 

The links between the Union and Israel have been further strengthened by the 
conclusion of two separate agreements on co-operation in Science and Technology and 
on the extension of access to public procurement. 

All these agreements arc inherently evolutionary. Israel has expressed its wish to expand 
present co-operation to new areas. The EU is willing to do so provided that the rules of 
the Interim Agreement are complied with and provided that the peace process will be 
sustained. There are many areas for development of relations such as financial services 
liberalisation, reciprocal concessions in agricultural trade, industrial co-operation 
measures aimed at developing European investments in Israel, mutual recognition of 
standards and certification bodies and the cumulation of origin. · 

As early as July 1997, the Commission outlined a number of areas in EC-Israel trade 
relations where action was required. The issues at stake were mainly linked to the 
unsatisfactory implementation of the Protocol on Rules of Origin attached to the EC
Israel Interim Agreement. In this area, the situation was such that the Commission had 
grounds to believe that Israel was not complying in full with all its contractual 
obligations agreed with the Union. 

Protocol 4 to the EC-Israel Interim Agreement concerns the definition of origin, the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative co-operation. It 
specifies the origin criteria for different categories of products. Products are considered 
originating in Israel (a) if they are "wholly obtained in Israel", for instance vegetable 
products harvested in Israel, or -(b) products obtained in Israel which contain materials 
not wholly obtained there, provided that the said materials have undergone sufficient 
working or processing in Israel within the meaning of Article 5 of the Protocol. The 
possibility of acquiring originating status is also stated. 

~ Cumulation between Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia was already provided for in the Co-operation 
agreements originally signed with the Community; the new Association agreements with Morocco and 
Tunisia maintain the cumulation system 
' in force since January 1996 
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The EC-Israel Interim Agreement allows bilateral cumulation. llowcvcr, it docs not yet 
allow diagonal cumulation. Therefore, goods substantially manufactured elsewhere 
cannot be exported into the European Community as if originating in Israel. Such 
c_xports would violate the .Protocol on rules of Origin annexed to the EC-Isracl Interim 
Agreement on Trade and Trade-related matters. 

Considerable progress has already been made regarding the first of the issues raised 
which consisted of alleged fraud in Israeli exports of non-originating orange juice to the 
European Community at preferential rates (estimated loss for the EC budget is ECU 
40million). 

The conclusions of the EC-Israel Co-operation Committee that was held in November 
. 1997 to deal with the issue are currently under implementation. So far, Israel has carried 
out the appropriate administrative structural reforms so as to be able now to verify 
Community complaints regarding certificates of origin and the full compliance of ~ 
exporting firms with their obligation in this respect. In addition, it has started revising 
all orange juice certificates of origin put in doubt by the Community. As a result s<)me 
two-thiro;is of the certificates issued between June and Decem her 1995 in question have 
been withdrawn. The Commission hopes that ongoing progress will he completed soon 
in order to reinst~tc normal trade practices.-, 

Nevertheless, some of the issues arc still outstanding. This document covers the two 
main obstacles standing in the way of the correct implementation of the EC-lsracl 
Interim Agreement, namely:_ 

o exports to the European Community of products from Israeli settlements in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip, East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights as if ti1ey were Israeli 
originating products; and 

o exports to the European Community of products effectively produced in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip as ifthey were Israeli originating products. 

I 

In the framework of the Euro-Mcditenranean Partncrsillip particular 
emphasise is put on the issue of regional integration through the 
establishment of a free-trade area. The Commission is currently tina~ising a 
Communication om the technical steps that must be taken tt) gnmt diagomal 
cumuh1tinn of origin to the Mediterranean partners. 

Diagonal cumulation of origin is a crucial step towards North-South and 
South-South integration. A necessary pre-condition, however," to make 
diagonal cumulation functional and operational is full compliance with 
agreements entered into. 

Following firm Community action, significant progress has been made 
regarding the orange juice case and the necessary administrative structural 
reforms. 
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Two m:nillll OIUJ~s~~mliDllllg ohstadcs rcman011 n011 tlllc way af fiUIDD ;mrDcmcDllhntncm of Unc 

JF:C-llsnnd ll011tcrim Agrccmc011t. Both rcfc,rr to urorts tn tfiJJc IE:1Uiropc~u1l 

CommiL8!1lnty of prodan~t:ts ~ns nf origimntDJTDg nll1l llsmcU wllniM cffcdfivcny prm.llanccd ill1l: 

o Usnncli scWcmcnts, East .JcrusaHcm anuB the GoDallli RDdglhits,and 

a the West Bank anti Gaza Strip. 

Ill. EXPORTS TO THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY Of GOOUlS FROM 
ISRAELI SETTLEMENTS IN THE WEST BANK AND GAZA STRIP, EAST 
.JERUSALEM AND THE GOLAN HEIGHTS 

Article 3& of the EC-Israel Interim Agreement on Trade and Trade-related matters 
specifics that it applies to the territory of the Member States or the European 
Community and •'·to the territory of the State of Israel". No further definition or that 
notion is contained in the Agreement or was made in the context of its signature. The 
territorial scope of application of the t 995 Association Agreement, currently under 
ratification, is ddim:J under identical terms. 

The question arises whether Israeli settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, l~ast 
Jerusalem and the Golan Heights are part of the State of Israel. Israel has unilaterally 
annexed hoth East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights and thus, as a matter of Israeli law, 
they l<m11 part of the State of Israel 4

• For Israeli settlements in the West !3ank and,Ciaza 
Strip. which have not been formally annexed, Israeli jurisdiction applies in pnicticc. 

1-lowevcr. the international community and international public law take a different 
view. All relevant United Nations Security Council Resolutions5 lead to the conclusion 
that neither Israeli settlements in the West Bank. and Gaza Strip, nor East Jerusalem and 
the Golan Heights. can be considered as part of the State of Israel. In addition, the UN 
General Assembly has adopted many resolutions on the same matters that go beyond the 
Security Council positions. 

Even if not adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, these United Nations Security 
Council resolutions may be regarded as legally binding, or at least as an authoritative 
interpretation or international law. In addition the European Union has consistently 
endorsed the principles enshrined in all relevant Security Council resolutions, notably in 
the 1980 Venice declaration, the October 1996 Luxembourg Council declaration, the 
December I 996 dec.Jaration of the Dublin European Council and the June 1997 
Amsterdam "'Call for Peace". 

,, The Jerusalem Law. 30 July 1980 and the Golan Heights Law, 14' December 1981 

' lJNSC R 242 and 338 establish the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war 
and the need for Israel to withdraw from such occupied territories. UNSCR 446, 452, 465 and 4 71 
confirm the illegality under international law of Israeli settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, 
lJNSCR 4 76 and 478 declare invalid all Israeli measures altering the status of Jerusalem and that the 
annexation of Jerusalem constitutes a violation of international law, respectively, UNSCR 497 reaffirms 
the inadmissibility or the acquisition of territory by force and declares the annexation of the Golan 
lleights as null and void and without international legal effect. 
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Pending a permanent status solution it must therefore be concluded that the territorial 
scope or application of the EC-lsrael Interim Agreement on Trade and Trade-related 
matters is limited to Israel's prc-1967 borders, thus leaving out Israeli settlements in the 
West Hank and ( ia:t.a Strip, and the unilaterally annexed areas or l~asl Jerusalem and the 
Golan Heights. 

Given this, the EC-Israel Agreement covers neither exports originating in Israeli 
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip nor exports originating in East Jerusalem 
and the Golan Heights. Preferential access for such exports would contravene the 
Protocol on rules of origin annexed to the agreement. 

The Commission has grounds to believe that these violations are taking place at present. 
In this respect, the European Community should take steps to verify the accuracy of this 
information according to tht;:: procedures of the EC-Israel Interim Agreement. 

Should the violation be confirmed, the European Community should take action to bring 
them to an end. 

According to the ultlltcrmntnonaD com1rnnmity and inte~r111ationa! pui!JDic hnw 
indutfiing ~~~~ rdev;;nnt ILIN SccllBdty CoullldD RcsoDutoons, neither Rsraclo 
scWcmcnts in tUTic West Bal!]k and! Gaza Strip, nor H~ast .Dennsalem .and the 
Goia111 IH!eights, awe \l}art of tihle ·state of Rsnct The lEull"O\l}ean \Union has 
constantly hcBUI this position. 

Preferential access to Community markets for npo~rts origilrnating i111 Dsraeli 
settlements on the West Bank and. Gaza Stwop, on .tlne one IIDand, and in lEast . 
. Jerusalem and the Golan Henghts, on the other, would contravene agreed 
rules of origin. 

There are indications that these violations are currently taking place. The 
European Community should take steps to verify the accuracy of this 
information according to the procedures of the EC-Israel huterim Agreement. 
If such violations of t~e rules of origin should confirmed they should be 
brought to an end. 
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llV. !EXPORTS TO THE EUROIP'IEAN COMMUNITTV OIF GOO[))§ !FROM Tl!-ll!E 
WU~ST BANIK ANU} <GAZA §TRHIP' 

As explained above, for the time being the EC-Israel Interim Agreement on Trade and 
Trade-related matters does not allow diagonal cumulation of origin with other 
Mediterranean partners. 

A) Legal background 

In October 1986 the Community first granted a preferential trade regime to products 
originating in the territories occupied by Israel. The purpose of these measures was to 
rectify an anomaly whereby all the surrounding countries enjoyed preferential access to 
the Community market while the Occupied Territories did not. As there was no 
authority with which an agreement could be signed the Community's measures had to 
he unilateraL The Palestinian Chambers of Commerce in the West Bank and Gaza Strip 
\Vere the authorities chosen to issue the necessary certificates of origin. 

Considerable difficulties were encountered in implementing the trade regime since 
Israel opposed the establishment of a procedure whereby exports from the Occupied 
Territories could effectively take place. In Becember 1987 Israel accepted the principle 
of direct agricultural exports to Europe. However, Israel did not sign an agreement with 
Palestinian producers on export procedures until October 1988, following European 
Parliament's strong pressure in this respect. In fact, the European Parliament opposed 
the approval of the protocols adapting the Co-operation Agreement and the Fi flh 
Financial Protocol between the Community and Israel until the latter, in praCtice, 
accepted export procedures for Palestinian goods. 

EC-PLO Interim Association Agreement 

Trade relations between the European Community and the Palestinians were further 
institutionalised by the signing and entry into force on I July 1997 of the EC-PLO 
Interim Association Agreement on Trade and Co~operation for the benetit of the 
Palestinian Authority of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. In practice, however, full 
implementntion of the Agreement is not feasible unless Israel allows it to take place. 

The Luxembourg European Council on 12-13 December 1997 «reiterated its 
determination to work, including through the joint dialogue with Israel, towmds the 
removal of obstacles to Palestinian economic development and to facilitate the free 
movement of people and goods. It also stressed the need for the comprehensive 
implementation of the EC-PLO Interim Agreement>~. 

According to Article 73 of the EC-PLO Interim Agreement it applies to the territory of 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. East Jerusalem remains covered by the preferential trade 
agreement unilaterally granted by the European Community in 1996 and not formally 
repealed. 



Protocol 3 of the EC-PLO Interim Association Agreement contains similar rules of 
origin to the ones contained in the EC-Israel Interim Agreement. According to Article 
I 6( 4) the movement certificate EUR. 1 is to be issued by the customs authorities of the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip. By providing that the origin certificates are to be issued by 
the Palestinian Customs Authorities the EC-PLO Interim Agreement includes new 
responsibilities on customs administration for the Pales~inian Authority. 

The Paris Protocol 

The Protocol on Economic Relations, signed in Paris 1994 (the Paris Protocol) 
constitutes Annex V of the 1995 Interim Ag~eement between Israel and the Palestinians 
and establishes the contractual arrangements that shall govern economic relations 
between the two parties. 

Article I ( 4) deli nes its geographical scope of application ~ccording to which tlw term 
«Areas» means the areas under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Authority which may 
have to be adjusted iri accordance with the Interim Agreement. The definition of what 
can be considered areas under Palestinian jurisdiction is ambiguous but should refer to 
what is known as Areas A ·and B. The Protocol does not include such a territorial 
definition of Israel for its scope of application. 

Imports: The Paris Protocol was in large measure predicated on allowing the 
Palestinians to import what they consume. According to Article III ofthe Paris Protocol 
the Palestinians will have all powers and responsibilities in the spheres of import and 
customs policy and procedures for specific goods (Lists Al, A2 and B). For all other 
products. the Israeli rates of customs, purchase tax, levies, excises and other charges 
shall serve as a minimum basis for the Palestinian Authority. Thus, the Palestinian 
Authority may decide higher import tariffs than Israel across all products but lower 
import tariffs only on products from Lists A 1, A2 and B. 

Exports: According to Article VIII( II) and Article IX(6) of the Protocol. the 
Palestinians should have the right to export their agricultural and industrial produce to 
external mmkets without restrictions, on the basis of certificates of origin issued by the 
Palestinian Authority. Furthermore, Palestinian imports and exports through the points 
of exit and entry in Israel should be given equal trade and economic treatment (Article 
Irl(l3)). 

Compatibility between the Paris Protocol and the EC-PLO Interim Agreement 

Israel has called into question the legitimacy of the EC-PLO Interim Agreement. Israel 
has claimed that the EC-PLO Agreement does not respect the notion of a single Israel
Palestinian territory that, according to the Israeli interpretation, is established through 
the Paris Protocol. 

Even if Israel and the West Bank and Gaza Strip de facto apply the similar import 
regimes, a legal interpretation of the Paris Protocol leads to the conclusion that the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip constitutes a separate customs territory since the Palestinian-s can 
and. do exercise their own trade regime. In addition, Israel puts important barriers to the 
free movement of goods and does not grant Palestinian exporters trade and economic 
treatment on an equal footing: 
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Furthermore, by concluding the EC-PLO Interim Association Agreement the EU 
acknowledges that it is dealing with an economic entity, separate from Israel. The 
Agreement was negotiated with reference to Article 9 of the Interim Agreement between 
Israel and the Palestinians, which stipulates that the PLO may conduct negotiations and 
sign' agreements for the henefit of the Palestinian Authority in the case of, inter alia, 
economic agreements. 

B) Alleged vioBations of the EC-Israellntcrim Agreement mn Trade and 'hade
related matters 

There is evidence that many products produced wholly, or substantially processed, in 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, are being exported into the European Community as 
Israeli originating products. 

One of the major producers of cut flowers in the Gaza Strip exports his production 
under Israeli certificates of origin (EUR I) through Agrexco, Israel's agency for exports 
of non-citrus products. He does so in order to avoid the risk of damage and delay to his 
products as a result of Israeli treatment of Palestinian produce at Israeli outlets. 

One of the unintended consequences of the orange juice case with Israel at the Co
operation Council in November 1997 has been that Agr~xco, working with the Israeli 
Flower Board, has been reported as requiring Palestinian cut flowers producers to 
deposit a sum equal to the 14% duty - described as "Palestinian Authority tax" - that 
would be charged by the European Community ifthe practice of exporting these flowers 
as Israeli originating would be discovered. 

Examples of other products exported for similar reasons through Agrexco include 
strawberries and aubergines. It is likely that Palestinian produce is mixed with Israeli 
produce; products from both sources are then exported together. 

The situation is similar for citrus fruit, oranges and lemons, through the operation of the 
Israeli Citrus Marketing Board. 

In the case of processed food - for example pickles or fruit juice - there are documented 
instances in which the Israeli exporting agent does nothing but stick a "Made in Israel" 
label on Palestinian products; all packaging is done by the Palestinian producer. 

In the case of industrial goods, examples exist in the shoes and leather and garments 
sectors. Typically, an Israeli company will import textiles or other materials from the 
European Community. A Palestinian company will then process this material. Under 
bilateral cumulation arrangements, the resulting products should then be exported as 
Palestinian originating, but arc in fact exported as originating in Israel. The Israeli 
exporter charges for his export services, thus reducing the return to the Palestinian 
subcontractor. 

Only some Palestinian products have been known to have been exported directly into 
the European Community market. Others have been exported- in small quantities- with 
a Palestinian certificate of origin through Israeli commercial channels. 
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Israeli-imposed restrictions on the Palestinian economy inevitably lead to violations of 
both the EC-PLO and the EC-Israel Interim Agreements. In addition, these restrictions 
do not allow the implementation of the EC-PLO Interim Association Agreement li:>r 
which Israel's co-operation is necessary in practice. 

The mailll obstacles preventing trade between, the European Community and the 
Palestinians could be summarised as follows: 

Imports 

Imports from the outside world, including the EU (for which preferential treatment is 
granted hy the agreements with hoth the Israelis and the Palestinians), into the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip arc suffering from Israeli practices. These practices do not allow 
imports to be treated according to the agreements signed by the parties. 

Israeli port and airport authorities have required all Palestinian importers to sign a 
pledge, under pain of legal proceedings, that imports from the. European Community 
\viii he sold only in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Whilst this could be theoretically 
understandable where differences in tariffs exist, it must be stressed that a similar pledge 
is not required form Israeli importers. In fact, it appears that the reason is to protect the· 
Israeli importing agent for the same product. 

Import licences arc often not granted, or arc delayed, by the Israeli authorities. This 
happens for example in the case of imports to the West Bank and Gaza Strip /(lr the 
purpose of making up finished products, for domestic consumption or export (/tlr 
example paints or pharmaceuticals from Germany, the UK, the Netherlands and others). 
In order to fulfil the terms of his deal, the Palestinian producer who has· difficulties 
obtaining a licence, agrees to import the "products without a licence and to pay a 5% 
fine. 

The reason given by the Israeli authorities for not granting a licence is often that 
products fail to meet standards, even though the same product is imported to Israel by 
an Israeli agent without problem. In other cases, the standards cited do not even exist in 
Israeli import regulations. Often the same products are allowed through at a later date 
when the Israeli agent - or the Israeli producer of the same product - finds himself 
unable to supply the market. 

It can be as!';>umcd that these practices occur in order to protect Israeli agents or 
producers. The effect is to reduce the potential for the development of direct trade 
relations between the European Community and the Palestinians; the Palestinian 
importer is advised to work with an Israeli agent. 

One consequence of Palestinian importers having to use an Israeli agent is that the 
consumer price is higher than if the import involved only one agent. This reduces the· 
competitive advantage of European Community products in the Palestinian market. -

Another consequence is that the Palestinian Authority's Ministry of Finance forgoes 
purchase tax. In the case of direct imports - through a Palestinian agent - purchase tax 
and VAT revert to the Palestinian Authority. In the case of indirect imports - through an 
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I srat.:l i agent - the I srad i authorities transfer VAT to the Palestinian Authority, hut rdai n 
the purcha~e tax and customs duties where applicable. 

In general terms, Israeli customs have a tendency not to accept imports marked as 
exempted from duty under the EC-PLO Agreement. Importers arc obliged either to alter 
the paperwork to show that the products are exempted under the EC-Israel Agreement -
which delays the import - or to pay duty to Israeli customs. This is because the Israeli 
authorities do not recognise the EC-PLO Agreement. 

F:xports 

There is a tendency to contract Israeli exporters, which is doubtless reinforced by the 
knowledge that Palestinian exporters run the risk of their exports being subject to 
obstacles if the attempt is made to export their products directly to the EU. 

Palestinian products are subject to security checks three or four times on their route 
from the West Bank or Gaza Strip to Israeli outlets. Security checking of Palestinian 
exports - and imports - often damage and delay Palestinian traded products and make 
them costlier. Palestinian producers thus gain a bad reputation with their European 
partners. 

Palestinian perishable agricultural products need to be stored correctly, but they are 
often not stored in the proper refrigerated facilities. 

For exports in general, priority is given to Israeli shipments at the Ashdod and Ben 
Gurion cargo facilities. This is particularly damaging in the case of perishable prodw.:ts. 
Also. Palestinian exporters have to pay higher cargo handling charges than those 
charged to Israeli exporters using the same facility. 

The table hdow shows that tor some products there is an important difference between 
the use of the quotas (granted by the agreements with the EC) by Israel and the 
Palestinians for the same period of time. 

Israeli-Palestinian use of Quotas 

Product Start End Orugin Initial Used % 
Date Date Amount . (tonnes) 

(tOI!nnes) 
Strawberries 01/11/97 J 1/03/98 WB&GS 1,500 154.809 I 0.3 

Israel 2,600 1,155.196 57.8 
Cut Flowers 01/01/97 31/12/97 WB&GS 1,200 I 1.124 0.93 

Israel I 9,500 I9,500 IOO 

Free transit to, from and through israel 

Until the Palestinians have free access to the outside world - particularly through the 
Gaza airport and harbour - it is even more crucial that Israel facilitates the free 
movement of Palestinian goods through its territory. 



Israel imposes heavy restrictions that have the effect of making Palestinian imports and 
exports both more complicated and costlier than those carried out by Israeli traders. 

There arc draconian restrictions imposed by Israel at all times on entry and exit of both 
people and merchandise originating in or sent to Gaza. This applies occasionally to the 
West 13ank Palestinian-held areas as well (the so-called "internal-closure"). In recent 
years, trade fell dramatically as a result of repeated closures and high transaction costs at 
the border. Merchandise exports were cut by nearly half (from II to 6% of GOP) 
between I992 and 1995. Imports also fell, from 46 ·to 38% of GOP over the same period 

Furthermore, the lack of a fully operational Palestinian customs administration also 
reinforces the difficulties properly implementing the EC-PLO Interim Agreement. To 
this effect the Community in November 1997 approved a technical assistance project on 
customs administration to be implemented in I 998 (total amount of 1.2 MECU). This 
project is considered to be a first phase for future technical assistance on this issue (as 
requested by the PA). The Commission is ready to provid~ all necessary technical 
;~ssistanc<.: in onkr to l~tcilitatc the crcution of a sound customs administration, capabk 
of imrlementing the agreement should the Israeli obstacles allow it in the future. 

The Community decided in 1986 to grant preferential trade regime for 
products originating in territories occupied by Israel. Israel only allowed its 
implementation in 1988 following strong European Parliament pressure. 

The Interim Association Agreement between the EC and the PLO was 
concluded on the basis of the provisions in the 1995 Israeli-Palestinian 
Interim Agreement that allow the PLO to conduct and sign agreements for 
the benefit of the P A in the sphere of economic co-operation. The EC-PLO 
Agreement entered into force on 1 July 1997. 

Israeli-imposed obstacles on the Palestinian economy lead to both Israeli and 
Palestinian violations of the EC-Isracl Agreement, given that the increased 
difficulties imposed upon Palestinian exporters to export directly into the 
European Community drive them to export their produce as originating in 
lsn1el and to declare their imports as if destined for Israel. 

Furthermore, Israeli-imposed obstacles on Palestinian free trade with the rest 
of the world impede Palestinian economic development and the full 
im plcmentation of the EC-PLO agrecmen·t. 

Evidence suggests Jhat the practices of exporting Palestinian products as 
"made in Israel" under Israeli certificates of ?rigin apply to a substantial 
proportion of total exports into the European Community of Palestinian 
originating products. 

Preferential access to Community markets for exports originating in the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip as originating in Israel under the EC-Israel 
Interim. Trade Agreement, is a violation of the latter given that it docs not 
apply to these territories. 

·t. 
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VH. PB~OPOSALS 

Two obstadcs rrcmain hn the way of a:oncd impicmc1!1hnanollll of tl!ic IEC-HsracU 
Kl!1te~rim Ag~recmcnt. Both ~refer ~o cxpo~rts to the. European Cummo.n:nity of 
products as ~f orngimnting in ls~raeD whilst effectively prodllllccd in: 

1) Israelo settlements, East Jerusa!em ami the Golan Heights 

Preferential access to Community markets for exports orroginating nn Hs~racBi 

settlements in the West Rank and Gaza Strip, on tilBe olllle UnamJ, am.ll in East 
.Dcrusa!cm ami the IGolan Heights, on the othcl!", COII'lltravem~s agreed rudcs of 
origin since these territorries do l!lOt form part of tine State of llsracR Ulfll«.fter 
public i~rnternatioi!Dan law. 

Tlherc arre indncations Hoaa these exports arre cu~rrrcntiy talknng place. The 
IE.uropc~m Community wm take steps to vcrrify the accuracy ~,f this 
ilfllform~atifm according to Hoc prociCdllllres tlhlat have lbeiCilll agreed wmn Bsnad as 
follow-u J!l to the Co-operation Committee of Novcmbcrr n 997. §lllollll~d nt !be 
confirmed, suclhl vioiatior~s of the rr111Hes of orrigirn siu.mHd be !OrOil.ngiM to an em.ll. 

2) the West !Bank and Gaza Strip 

· Prrefel!'ential access to Community markets for CJ!jports orngnmntnng nl!'ll t~e 

West Banik and Gaza Strip as if originating .D.n ITsra~D IUII!'Ildler tlhlc lEC-HsneB 
R nterim AgR"cemcnt ns in violation of the Batter gnveBl that fit docs not app~y to 
these ter~ritories. 

There us ample evidence that these exports are currrentHy taking riacc. The 
lF.:Ilii!'Opean Community will aakc steps to verify the accuracy of tillis 
information according to the !llll"Occdurrcs that !!nave lhee~rn ~ngreetll wnHu Dsnel as 
follow-up to the Co-operration Cnmmittce. Shollll~d.U fti!"oese vioU~ntimrns of tlhlc 
H)rotocoB on rrulcs of origin !be confiirmcd they shouOd !Oc !Orrollllgllnt to an end. 
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